Abstrisct We define some decomposition schema of the derivation trees of an arithmetic infix grammar into a set of subtrees. Fron the parenthesis nesting of an arithmetic expression this decomposition determines a cover of its derivation tree by a set of subtrees with kijoww syntactic properties. We define from this a recursive iinterpretation actor. Roughly speaking, for a given arithmetic lxpression, this interpreter creates one actor for each of the subtrees in its derivation tree decomposition, each created actor being in charge of local (i.e.,-concerning its own subtree only) parsing and semantic tasks which involve synchronization with the other aictors.
INTRODUCTION
T HE design of compilers (interpreters) for multiprocessing environments can be considered under several complementary aspects. The first set of problems consists of parallelizing the compiling (interpreting) algorithm itself; for instance, by replacing the sequential structure scanningparsing-setnantics into a pipeline of these sequential processes [2] and/or by parallelizing one or each of these three processes independently (see [ 12] , [4] , and [ 1] ). As far as this first type of problem is concerned, several classes of parallelization techniques have been considered in the literature, based on different ways of cutting the input strings into substrings to be analyzed concurrently. It was shown, for instance, in [12] that it is still possible to define extended automata for independently parsing the substrings obtained when cutting the input strings at regular intervals. Techniques involving less overhead were also introduced; these consist of cutting the input string either during the scanning Manuscript received June 6, 1983 ; revised May 3, 1985 phase, from lexical informations, [4] or during a preparsing phase, from some syntactic information [1] , [5] .
Another anid totally different set of problems consists of defining, fromn the input string, a set of processes (ready) to be executed with some concurrency on different processors. The present paper is concerned with the integration of these two sets of problems for the case of interpretation.
From the detailed analysis of a particular example, we show that when the semantics is purely synthesized the type of cutting technique based on a preparsing phase provides a simple solution to both problems.
* The processes to be defined basically consist of subprocedures of the sequential interpreter.
* The, synchronizations and messages exchanged by these processes are fully determined fromn this preparsing phase.
The particular case we analyze here is the one of an arithmetic infix grammar, with a cutting based on the parenthesis nesting (see [5] for the application to other types of grammars and cuttings). The paper is organized in two parts. The first part is dedicated to definitions relating to the preparsing technique and to the description of the recursive structure of the parallel interpreter. The second part investigates such performance issues as the speedup and the maximum number of processors required, etc.
PART I
In the first section, we recali the definition and some properties of the syntactic decomposition (cutting) of the derivation trees (sentences) of our elementary arithmetic infix grammar. Basically, this decomposition determines, from the parenthesis nesting of an arithmetic expression, a cover of its derivation tree by a set of subtrees with known syntactic properties.
The second section contains the definition of a recursive interpreter based on this decomposition. Roughly speaking, for a given arithmetic expression, this last will create one "Sactor" for each of the subtrees in its derivation tree decomposition. Each created "actor" will be in charge of local (i.e., concerning its own subtree only) parsing and semantic tasks which involve synchronization with the other actors.
SECTION I
A. The Arithmetic Infix Grammar 1) Notations: We shall use the following notation for a context free grammar: G = VN, VT, P, S and shall denote by L(G) the language generated by G.
0018-9340/86/0300-0245$01.00 © 1986 IEEE 245 a) Arithmetic Infix Grammar: The terminals are underlined: VT= =+9_,*,/,**, /,1,1,id,} VN = S,M (i = 1,!). AI P: (1) (2(J)) (3(j, k, +)) (4(j, k, *)) (5(j,-k)) (6(j)) ( 2) Example: Let w =(id, + \F(id2 + id3) + id4 * (id5 -ic6)), w e L(G). The W-decomposition of the derivation tree of w is given in Fig.-1. 3) Some Syntactic Properties: Let 
means that A sends the continuation message (y) to the port Q of X when assuming that the continuation couple in the start message of A was (X, Q).
B. The Interpreter 1) Preliminary Remarks: We shall define 3 different types of communicating actors: scanning actors, memory actors, and interpretation actors. The input of the scanning actor consists of a well-formed arithmetic expression (i.e., we shall not consider error recovery problems). This actor is in charge of -scanning the input text, creating one memory actor for each of the identifiers encountered in the expression, calculating the parenthesis nesting function, and creating one interpretation actor which it initiates by the argument (w, 9 (w)) (1-B). We shall not describe in detail the code of this scanning actor (the only nontrivial element of this actor, i.e., the code for the determination of the nesting function is detailed in [1] 3) The Interpretation Actor: Roughly speaking, this actor creates one interpretation actor for each subtree (in the decomposition of the derivation tree) but the first. Our actor is in charge of parsing the first subtree and evaluating it as soon as the relevant information is communicated by the other actors. These local parsing and semantic tasks are described in the Appendix I. ((w, @(w)); (SCANNER, Q)) where: Fig. 2 , we give the decomposition of the derivation tree of w and in Fig. 3 the creation and synchronization diagram of the actors created by the generator in order to interpret w.
(We denote as wi the sentence associated with di, considered as a derivation tree in G.)
PART II
SECTION I A. Introduction
In order to get quantitative information on the execution time of the interpreter defined in the previous section, we shall first specify the execution time of elementary parsing and semantic tasks to be processed by an interpretation actor as a function of its input. From this we derive recursive equations for the interpretation time of an arithmetic expression. We are then faced with the following difficulty (which was already pointed out in [1] for parsing): the speedup and efficiency very much depend upon the input sentence: a "balanced" sentence will allow a high speedup. However, for certain nonbalanced cases, one could get a larger execution time than with the sequential interpreter. To overcome this difficulty, we propose to average this speedup over all possible sentences. The most natural probabilistic schema to be used in C.F. grammars is a stochastic grammar model [6] . Roughly speaking, this consists of attributing weights (obtained by frequency measurements) to the multiple productions of each given nonterminal and of applying the rewrite rules, following these frequencies and independently of the context. From this probabilistic model, we get the distribution function of the execution times of both parallel parsing and semantic phases as solutions of tractable fixed point equations. We then determine averaged measures of the speedup of both phases in comparison to their sequential version. We also derive an equation for the number of computing resources that are needed. Lastly, we derive a fixed point equation for the distribution of an upper bound of the interpretation time; this in turn provides lower bounds for the speedup and the efficiency of the parallel interpreter as a whole.
It is worth mentioning that the performance prediction of such asynchronous processes has received little attention in the modeling literature and that the analytic model presented in this second part can be used within a more general context. is given by W°(s) [9] . When it is not satisfied, this vector is infinite with a positive probability. Obviously, only the first case is relevant here. C. Distribution Function ofthe Number ofCreated Actors The total number of interpretation actors created for interpreting a sample arithmetic expression (i.e., the sentence produced by a sample path of our branching process) is N = n6 + 1, so that the generating function of N, y6(z), is equal to zw6(z) when denoting as wi(z) the function W' (1, 1, 1, 1,1, z 
PJ k = q4rL q4 = r = 1 -p, q = p/(7 -i), j = i, 6 rk = p/(6 -i),j = i + denote as B(y) the parsing time of -y; that is, the time betw the beginning of an interpretation actor by the mess (y, 9, (y)) and the end of the latest parsing task among all actors created for this input (see Fig. 3 ).
2) Afixedpoint equationfor the distribution ofthe par. Thus, it is sufficient to determine K(x, y) to get the a(n, k)'s. From (1) rewritten in G, we obtain:
where the generating functions gj(x, y) are given by the fol- Fig. 4 ).
2) Recursive equations for the interpretation time: For y e r, let be defined as in Part I, II-B-2, and si be the reduced derivation tree of y in G (see Appendix I). Let be a node of s1 and n be a positive integer. tfr(n, 4) E IN will denote the number of time units needed for the interpretation actor to complete all the sernantic tasks related to the subtree rooted by (i.e., to execute the arithmetic operation related to node if is an operator or to dispose of 4's value if e {id, M6}, when assuming that the interpretation actor has completed all the semantic tasks to be executed before those in the subtree rooted by in (n -1) units of time. From 
For a E Z, b E Z, a V b denotes max(a, b). Now, using the independence properties found in (11) in the branching process model, we get the fixed point equa- B(x,y,z) = K(xz,y,z2) and that K(x, y, z) is obtained exactly as in (7) and (8) in which the first line of (8) 3, MARCH 1986 which are in turn derived from (1) This proves that E [L] is an increasing function of p for p < Pm,,a (see Fig. 6 ).
We now define the "speedup" of the parallel interpreter as
and its "efficiency" as Some of the computations of the second section have been made using the MACSYNA program for symbolic calculation.
CONCLUSION
Amongst the most natural continuations of this work are the extensions of these parallel algorithms to the interpretation or the compilation of more elaborate languages such as Lisp or Pascal. Such more, in particular will raise the problem of performing non purely synthesized semantics within this context. Some extensions concerning performance evaluation of concurrent asynchronous phenomena can also be made. It seems to be of interest to investigate the scope of the techniques that were developed for analyzing this specific model and that apply for evaluating general models of synchronizations such as those based on recursive FORK-JOIN primitives.
APPENDIX I *-Replace in s. the subtree" S "by "Mj." built as follows from s4, the derivation tree of 5^in G:
B. Semantic The evaluation task related to node 0, of the reduced derivation tree is generated as follows: ( 2 ) C(X) =. x(x P5) (x 4p) (x P x + P + P x + P 5 ( 4) (X 3 ) ( 2) '
